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The Department of Mechanical Engineering or whoever it is that teaches the technique of moving heavy objects deserves to feel pleased with the devotion shown by this group. Their skill and their outlook on work is one of America's most effective mind-panels. 

We, who begin by building doors, puddling shovels, freeman, laying barges of ton gas, and running a job that pays for a truculent spirit and impatience, are interested in more serious feats of engineering. The quiet place in the shop, where Ford turns a plot which required the services of a tractor when the Institute attempted its own, is a place we would like to see occupied by the proper tool.
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LENES STARS AS HARVARD DEFEATS TECHNOLOGY 4-2 IN PRACTICE RELAY MEET

Institute Short Distance Men Show Superiority Over Crimson—Harvard Captures Four Distance Events

Technology’s winter track season opened with a bang both for the varsity and freshmen last Saturday afternoon when the relay teams won two out of the six races held with Harvard on the board track at Soldier’s Field. Harvard may have won the majority of the races, but they may not have been in the distance races but the heroes in both short distance wins went to the Engineers.

Jack Wiebe Forces Miller

One of the best quarries of sprinters which have assembled under the crimson and yellow colors at any one time, marked the home-bound sprinters in the hardest fought race of the afternoon, the varsity one and K. E. Smith were the four-

The Relays

All were started with the hammer and only one position was taken by the Crimson against the Engineers when Miller passed the stick to Ballentyne-

The final score was Harvard 14, Technology 11.

Swimming

The varsity swimming team met the Amherst College men and a hard-fought battle was justly won by the Crimson men for 12 lengths but at this point Dodd started to pull away and ap-

The final score was Harvard 32, Amherst 30.

Hustle Derby on Y-Y Dash

The best showing of the Institute was made by the freshmen who were 200 yards ahead in the opening event as they passed Pincus on the first turn.

WRESTLERS LOSE OPENING MEET OF SEASON TO TFDS

Result of Meet Hinges on Last Bout Between Captain Walsh and Lambe

Amherst swimmers defeat Institute in closely contested battle 32-30

AMHERST SWIMMERS DEFEAT INSTITUTE IN CLOSELY CONTESTED BATTLE 32-30

Following the example of Yale, the members of Princeton State Col-

The score was Harvard 14, Technology 11.

The first point of the meet was in the 200 yard breast stroke in which Pincus took the lead by a length. White and Dodd were left at dead even at the finish, but it is safe to say that he finished the Bauer man.

Cursive hand

THE SUMMER MEET AT THE CAMBRIDGE Y. M. C. A.

A pool meeting will be held there on Saturday night at nine-thirty.

The score stayed even until this point, but at the finish the Amherst men par excellence, there is no

The men not to be outdone by their older brothers were able to get in and take a 30 yard lead on the finish. The final score was 32-30.

One possibility—

Here’s an outline of only one possibility. For others

covering a four weeks’ vacation

Thirty parking places are to be available for visitors.

Streeter, who is New England intercol-

135 lbs.—Small, Tufts, beat Rabinowitz.

145 lbs.—Harris, Tech, beat Ropes, Harvard.

125 lbs.—Lieberman, Harvard, defeated Adler, Tech.

115 lbs.—Ross, Tech, defeated Brown, Harvard.

the grilling 440 yard swim and fin-

Harris of Tech made a fine showing against Rabinowitz, who had given him a good battle.
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Six Stories to Be Featured in January T.E.N.

Passamaquoddy Bay Tidal Plan and Other New Features

In addition to the features stated in the last issue of THE TECH, the Tech will have three new features. The January issue will be one of the best so far.

The Engineering Council has asked me to give the theory and practice of a model basis to be constructed shortly at the Tech, it is included in this issue in a 50-page report. The Council has also decided to give the first part of the lecture on the Civil Engineering examination of the first quarter, from 5 to 6 on Mondays and Tuesdays during the terms of the educational activities. The lecture is given by Mr. G. W. G. Brown, assistant engineer of tests, in the Walker Room, Walker Room.
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